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Lima filmaker will
screen documentary at University

On Wednesday, independent filmaker Steven
Bognar of Lima will be in
Bowling Green for the
screening of his documentary "Personal Belonging" at the Gish Film
Theater.
"Personal Belongings"
played to sold-out houses at
this year's Sundance Film
Festival, the premiere
showcase for films made
outside the major Hollywood studios.
Bognar's "Belongings" is
the story of his father, Bela
Bognar, who fought In the
1956 Hungarian Revolution.
"Personal Belonging" will
be shown at 8 p.m..Wednesday in the Gish Film
Theater. It is free and open
to the public.

Department offers
workshop about
violence

The Department of Political Science through Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs is offering a summer
workshop titled "Preventing Violence in the Workplace" from May 20 to June
4.
Anyone Interested In
taking the workshop can
contact Judy Donald, director of Summer Workshops,
Continuing Education, International and Summer
Programs, at 372-7876.
Additional Information
can be be obtained by contacting D.S. Chauhan, director of the workshop, at
372-6009.

BGSU officials react to subsidy cuts
Chairpersons, dean speak Faculty concerned about Regents' decision
about future of programs
Jay Young
The BC News
A decision to cut subsidies for
several University doctoral programs has left an unclear future
for several departments.
The Ohio Board of Regents decided Friday by unanimous vote
to cut subsidies for the University creative writing, literature
and education administration
doctoral programs. The Regents
decided to continue funding for
the English and chemistry doctoral programs.
Patricia Reed, Education and
Administration chairwoman, said
she was upset with the final
selection. She cited the fact that
the University's School Administration program was the only one
in the state to totally lose its subsidy.
"I'm not pleased with the decision," Reed said. "My concern
is the fact that other institutions
throughout the state, who basi-

cally had deficiencies much
more serious than ours, were
given an opportunity to come
back for a three year review."
Reed said the University's
program should have been given
an equal opportunity.
"I think we have a very strong
program; that is not to say we
cant improve. We were in the
process of revamping some of
the curriculum when all this
started," Reed said
Richard Gebhardt, English
Department chairman, said he
was disappointed with the decision but not surprised since similiar recommendations have
been made in the past
"It was the action of what
committees had previously reported, so it didn't strike me as
surprising. It was regrettable,"
Gebhardt said. "We think the decision reflects some real misunderstandings about the nature of
our program and the strength of
our placement rate In our litera-

ture program.
Howard McCord, Creative
Writing Department chairman,
said he was disappointed the
state abandoned the University's
literature program.
"I'm sorry to see them shut
down the literature PHD.,"
McCord said. "I just don't really
buy the Idea that we are over-

producing PHD. s. in literature."
Chemistry Chairman Douglas
Neckers said he was very happy
about the decision to continue the
chemistry subsidy.
"I'm very pleased. My faculty
Is pleased," Neckers said.
Neckers said the review was
fair and should be continued internally in some capacity.

City Council allocates funds
for budget, cemetery fence
Brandon Wray
The BC News
The passage of new legislation
was the main Issue of business at
last night's Bowling Green City
Council meeting.
Ordinances involving appropriating funds to meet the city's
current budget expenses for 1996
and authorizing the city to put up
a fence around Oak Grove
Cemetery on the University
campus to prevent further damage to gravesites were included
In the new legislation.
Councilman Chet Marcin said
students have damaged the
cemetery.
"In the cemetery there are
paths that have been beaten in
the ground around the gravesites
from students who cut through
on their way to classes," Marcin
said. "The new fence will be on

the South side of the cemetery
that borders Ridge Street."
Colleen Smith, Municipal Administrator, reported to council
that Bowling Green was recently
honored for its tree-planting
programs.
"I'm happy to anounce that
Bowling Green was honored as a
Tree City U.S.A for the 60th year
in a row," Smith said. "The
mayor has announced that we
will have Arbor Day here April
26; we will also be planting a tree
In Community Commons to replace the one that was recently
broken."
Smith also reported to council
on the final costs for winter snow
removal.
"This winter we used 878 tons
of de-icing salt on the roads at a
total cost of $28,000," Smith said
"A factor not yet calculated is the
overtime of the snow-plow

Catch me

hardt said. "In the long haul, it
is a concern, and it will probably interfere with attracting
faculty members for whom
working with doctoral students
Is a very high personal and
professional goal."
George Clemens, Chemistry
professor, said he is pleased
that the Chemistry subsidy has
been continued because it
shows the success of the program.
"It's a new program," Clemens said. "It means it has developed Into a very strong

See FACULTY, page four.

"I think each Individual instiution has a very fundamental responsibility in periodically insuring that the programs they carry
out, at all levels, are at the
highest possible levels for all
students," Neckers said. "I think
the ball now Is very firmly in the
See PROGRAMS, page four.

Walking the line

drivers, after we have that and
other figures we will know the
total cost of the winter."
Daryl Stockburger, Utilities
Director, commented on the improvements the city has made in
sewers recently.
"We had to put in a new sewer
in the alley behind Easy Street
Cafe," Stockburger said.
Stockburger told the Council It
was not a projected that had been
anticipated.
"It was a project that wasn't in
our plans - it just came up. It was
a bad sewer so we replaced it.
The only problem we had was
that the alley was almost too narrow to fit a tractor down."
Council also honored former
member and University student
Todd M. Kleismlt for his past
work on Council.
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Striking UAW worker* Barb Stone, left, and Judy Mayfield walk
the picket line as the sun sets in a nearly two-week-old strike.

Former employee sues University
Bernadette Noe charges officials with conspiracy in lawsuit
Jay Young
The BC News
i

Quote of
the day
"I'm very
concerned
about faculty
morale."
Katzner,
Graduate College dean,
about subsidy
cuts

With the decisions revealed
by the Board of Regents to cut
some doctoral subsidies, the
future for University faculty is
unclear.
Louis Katzner, Graduate College dean, said he Is worried
about faculty spirit.
"I'm very concerned about
faculty morale," Katzner said
"I'm concerned that those faculty who are most mobile,
those who can move elsewhere,
tend to be the folks who are our
best faculty."

Katzner said subsidy cuts
could mean the departure of
some faculty.
"There certainly is a real
chance that some faculty will
leave," Katzner said. "Then It
becomes more difficult to recruit the replacements we
would want for them."
Richard Gebhardt, English
Department chairman, said
subsidy cuts could cause longterm faculty problems in his
department
"We have so many interesting things that our faculty are
involved in, that this is not a
huge concern right now," Geb-

Dim Wamoe* md Jay Young
The BC News
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Six-year-old Chris DiLecca reaches out for the soccer ball during
a warm-up for a soccer match.

A former University employee
and wife of a member of the Ohio
Board of Regents has filed a $9
million lawsuit against the University, claiming the Institution
conspired to Inhibit an investigation of sexual harassment
and then retaliated against the
oomplaintant.
Bernadette Noe, wife of former University Trustee Tom Noe,
filed the lawsuit against the institution in the Ohio Court of Claims
last week.
The lawsuit names University
President Sidney Ribeau, former
president Paul Olscamp, University Attorney Nancy Footer and
Marshall Rose, University Affirmative Action director.
Noe, who resigned from her
position Feb. 22,1995, alleges she
was sexually harassed as the director of major gifts by Phil
Mason, vice president for University Relations. A University
Investigation conducted by Rose

cleared Mason of those charges.
Noe filed another lawsuit a few
days earlier in the Wood County
Common Pleas Court. Noe claims
that a separate report provided
to then-president Olscamp by
Rose was destroyed.
The lawsuit seeks $1,000 for
each of two alleged violations of
the open records law. The law
requires public bodies to compile
and maintain records of harassment complaints and investigative information, including notes and summaries of
interviews.
The lawsuit also seeks court
costs and additional, unspecified
damages.
In her complaint, Noe claims
that, as a long-time friend of
Mason's, Olscamp was "unable to
fairly and Impartially evaluate
the claims involving Dr. Mason."
Footer said the University has
provided Noe with the information contained in the report
"If s very important to keep in
mind that even though we might
now have a copy of the reports in

question, the Information of that
report is in Marshall Rose's
notes," Footer said "Those notes
were provided to Mrs. Noe In a
public Information request."
Noe referred all questions to
her attorney, Rita Eppler.
Eppler said her client's
requests for the information in
the report has been denied.
"Nancy Footer's response back
was that she told us that the
document was destroyed and that
was good enough," Eppler said.
"My understanding is that we got
a report under a separate cover.
The document that was destroyed was under a separate
cover. That's what the suit is
about."
Eppler said they are requesting any notes pertaining to the
case or the report itself.
"For some reason, if it miraculously appears, give ItJo us," Eppler said.
Eppler would not say if Noe is
willing to settle out of court.
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Sound off on Nixon, Christ and Evita in fiction
the techno plan
Ever find yourself griping over having to wait in a
line longer than the one for Space Mountain at Disney World (with no Lady Di title to get you up to the front
instantaneously) for a computer in one of the campus
labs? Fear not! Here lies students' golden opportunity to
sound off on their technology concerns.
A presidential-appointed committee recently drafted a
new plan for the direction that technology will take on
campus. The issues addressed included networking, access to facilities, and technology in classrooms.
Drafts of this plan will be available to students around
campus and on-line at the BGSU homepage. It will also
be discussed at two open-forum sessions, the first of
which will be on March 20 at 4 p.m. in US 01 scamp Hall.
The second will be held March 21 at 12 noon in 113 01scamp Hall.
Louis Katzner, chairman of the Campus Technology
Plan Steering Committee and Graduate College dean,
said "One of the functions of these listening sessions
that we're holding... is to get feedback from the community."
The News believes whole-heartedly that students need
to review the draft of this plan and participate in these
discussions. Students who intend to live on campus next
year should take particular interest in these meetings
because much of the plan deals with access in residence
halls.
The plan also is worth about $10 million, which makes
for another worthwhile reason for why students should
attend: Become aware of where the funding for these
proposals is going to come from, and how much of this
money will come directly out of students' wallets.

Last week Madonna made the
front page of USA Today as a result of the controversy surrounding her new movie. She is currently filming a cinematic adaptation of "Evita," the Andrew
Loydd Webber musical based
upon the life of the mysterious
political figure Eva Peron.
The movie crew is shooting on
some of the actual locations that
fit prominently Into Peron's life.
But many Argentines are outraged at the idea of the sexually
assertive Madonna portraying
their beloved Evita. Not only do
they find Madonna unlike their
idealized Peron, but many Argentines weren't too crazy about
Webber's stage version in the
first place.
Oliver Stone's current movie
"Nixon" faced controversy when
it was announced, and countless
Washington columns have appeared since the film's release.
Historians, politicians and cronies of Nixon write of the historical Inaccuracies portayed in the
movie version of Nixon's life, his
relationship with his wife, his
drinking, and the content of the
mysterious tapes.
An almost identical controversy erupted when Stone's
movie "JFK" was released. People claimed that the filmmaker
was distorting facts in order to
shape the movie around his dramatic intentions.

Littlefield
No kidding.
These columnists fail to address a major point in this debate; the obligation moviemakers
and other artists have to create
drama from history.
Who was Richard Nixon? As an
historical figure he has appeared
in plays, operas, mini-series and
movies. True, he was a flesh and
blood man until 1994, but even
then he existed in our American
consciousness as a dark, mythic
creature. Few individuals are
able to achieve this status until
years after their death. Others,

like Abraham Lincoln or JFK, require a tragic end - dying for a
cause (or seeming to). Nixon is
one of the few human beings in
history who could have strolled
Into a theatre to witness an opera
based upon his own life. As the
years pass, his mythic status will
grow, not diminish.
What obligation do dramatists
have? They are obligated to show
us such a historical figure in a
new way. Art that doesn't
achieve this is pointless.
One of the best film biographies of all time is "Malcom X."
Although this film is complex
and doesn't strive to malign its
subject, there were people who
spoke out against that movie too,
people who knew Malcom X and
claimed he wasn't really like the
version portrayed by writerdirector Spike Lee and actor
Denzel Washington. The point is,
the movie Is about Spike Lee's
ideas about Malcom X, not what
anyone else thinks.
I pity the individual who goes
to the movies in order to learn
historical facts. True, some probably do, but this is not the fault of
the filmmakers. Audiences must
assume responsibility for artistic
abuse just like any other kind.
Historians don't read Shakespeare's "Richard III" in order to
become acquainted with the
facts. Shakespeare created a
magnificant work of historical

fiction when he wrote that play.
The real Richard was very
different from the murderous
"toad" invented by Shakespeare.
But that does not render the play
artistically invalid.
When outraged individuals
protested the screening of "The
Last Temptation of Christ" in
1988, they missed the point. The
movie was Intended to put a new
spin on the lire of Christ, not adhere to what we already think
and feel. Perhaps the movie's director, Martin Scorecese, felt we
had become too removed frotr.
the Idea of God as a human being,
so he made a movie based upon a
novel instead of the Bible.
To see a Christ whose last
temptation was the ability to liv. ■
as an ordinary man and to see
him reject that temptation is an
extraordinary opportunity to examine ourselves and our beliefs
about God. That is exactly what
dramatic art is supposed to do.
The same is true of the somewhat un-Christlike Richard
Nixon and the enigmatic Evita
Peron. Because Madonna's Evita
is being created doesn't mean
that the Argentines' Evita(s)
can't exist as well. We are living
in the age of postmodernism, and
multiple, sometimes contrasting
views of history are not only inevitable, they are good.
Roark Littlefield is the Tuesday
columnist for The BG News.

The News believes that if students expect something
to be done about their complaints concerning the current
technology situation, they first need to make their voices
heard as the administration can solve nothing if the only
voices they hear are their own.
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SQE worthy of student support
WAR IS PEACE
FREEDOM IS SLAVERY
IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH
-George Orwell, "1984"
The first two fragments of the
above quote are quite apparently
contradlctary. Why, then, did
Orwell choose to contrast ignorance with strength?
Evidently, Orwell believed that
knowledge Is power.
Many other things also lead to
power. However, since most
Bowling Green residents don't
have the money, family name, or
personal arsenal to make a dent
in the power scale of the United
States - or even Ohio - it appears
that knowledge is our only recourse if we would like to gain
any sort of power, even that
which consists of greater control
over our own lives.
The answer to the question of
why ignorance was valued so
highly in Orwell's dystopia leads
directly to a second question why aren't the students of
BGSU lining up in droves to join
a group such as Students for
Quality Education, an organization dedicated to knowledge and
education reform?
Human laziness la moat certainly a factor. It might seem utterly foreign to some students
that others seek harder course
work and tougher assignments.
In this instance I would like to
use the woefully simplistic, yet in
some way accurate, brain-as-a-

Wendling
muscle metaphor. The more one
uses one's mind for increasingly
tougher tasks, the more one is apt
to find relatively simple tasks such as multiple choice quizzes easy, and somewhat harder tasks
within the realm of possibility.

and I hope that all students leave
BG with at least one highly intellectual experience. From what I
hear, more than one or two such
experiences in four years Is a
very rare occurance.
Besides laziness, I can think of
only one other reason why students are not lining up to join the
ranks of SQE. This reason is lack
of knowledge about the group or
its purpose - a situation that the
group itself Is quickly working to
remedy.
In contrast to the thin defense

The more one uses one's mind for
increasingly tougher tasks, the more one is
apt to find relatively simple tasks - such as
multiple choice quizzes - easy, and
somewhat harder tasks within the realm of
possibility.
It may also surprise some stu- of laziness, the reasons for joindents to hear that knowledge ing such an organization, or at
cannot only garner A's, but can least attmepting to know more
be the source of more satisfac- about it, seem crystal clear and
tion than 80s night at Gargoyles overwhelming.
could even dream of offering.
Even If you view college only
I realize this is hardly self- as an avenue toward a career,
evident, especially to the average you should be able to deduce that
student who has for 20 year* or the types of reforms being proso been kicked around by the posed by SQE would improve the
average public school system - reputation of BGSU and ultimately lead to bigger and better
and our culture In general.
I suspect that the most con- job opportunities.
vincing proof for my satisfaction
In addition to pure monetary
argument is personal experience. gains, there are many Intrinsic

and extrinsic rewards that accompany learning. These are
primarily things I ahave already
mentioned, such as meaningful
grades and self-satisfaction that
comes from knowledge.
Another reason for supporting
SQE and its goals has nothing to
do with personal rewards or
monetary gain.
The threat of cultural and economic disintegration is constantly with us. Big Brother now
comes In the form of multinational corporations, merging at
an ever-Increasing rate, spitting
"downsized" workers onto the
streets and poisionlng the earth,
all In an attempt to dumb down
and commodity America until
the few people with any knowledge or power are left at the top.
These people would rather you
keep track of Jennifer Aniston
than read Plato.
By doing so, you wont challenge their grip over the nation's
economy or government, and you
might even buy thler products.
Knowledge is power, and those
with power would like nothing
better than a nation of unintelligent anti-intellectuals.
If you want to be a productive,
thinking member of society, you
must value knowledge. If you
value knowledge, you must support the goals of SQE.
Mike Wendling is the Tuesday
bottom columnist. Questions,
comments, or knowledge can be
sent
to
m i k e wenQbgnet.bgsueduS'
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Dance Marathon volunteers raise $45,476
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

The first BGSU Children's
Miracle Network Dance Marathon took place this weekend at
the Student Recreation Center
and was a big success, according
to Charlotte Wade, Dance Marathon Public Relations chairwoman.
"We went above and beyond
what we expected for a first-year
effort," she said.
The most money any first-year
CMN dance marathon had raised
before this weekend was $31,000.
The University's Dance Mar-

athon broke that record by raising $45,476. The Dance Marathon
at the University also set the record as the largest student-run
philanthropy in Ohio.
Kelly Hepke, Dance Marathon
Morale chairwoman, said the
event was a "complete and total
success."
"It was \ great experience,"
she said. "It was more than we
Imagined for a first-year dance
marathon."
Wade said she is sure the
Dance Marathon will become a
tradition here at the University
now that they have seen what it
can do.

ing the 32-hour event because plan the event for next year.
lot of fun."
Hepke also said she believes they were doing It for the chil"I am already excited about
the event will become a tradition dren.
next year's Dance Marathon,'*
"I have learned that with dedi- she said.
because of student excitement
and enthusiasm and all the sup- cation and desire you can accomStudents who would like more
port from the University com- plish anything," she said.
information on the event for next
Wade said they now have an year can contact the Dance Marmunity.
Wade said the Dance Marathon excellent base to start from to athon office at 372-0530.
gave her a lot of leadership experience and showed her that students can make a difference.
OFFICIAL
"After seeing the total amount
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY
of money we raised, it proved
Wood
t .mm \
that we can make a difference,"
she said.
Democratic
Hepke said she also learned a
For The Ohio Primary Election - Tuee., March 19,1996
Party
lot from the experience and the
YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
participants kept motivated dur-

"We went above and
beyond what we
expected for a
first-year effort."
Charlotte Wade
Dance Marathon Public Relations
chairwoman

SAMPLE BALLOT

"I have no doubt that this will
become a tradition here at
BGSU," she said. "I am sure we
will do it again because it was a

Technology can be addressed in forums
important for the community to
provide Input and see that they
feel comfortable with the process In terms of the direction that
we are going."
Louis Katzner, committee
chairman and Graduate College
dean, said the report proposes
additional funding for computers
labs and networking of the residence halls that would include
one port per student The draft
also encourages students to purchase their on hardware.
Katzner said the report is on
reserve at the library or can be
accessed through the home page.

ty's technological needs. The then we want them to come and
needs include networking, em- give us input," Dobb said. "The
ployee access, students and technology committee hopes that
Members of the University classrooms. The committee de- we will have a plan for technolocommunity will have an opportu- veloped models assuming a bud- gy for the campus that most peonity to help complete a technolo- get of $10 million.
ple say, 'Yeah, this is where we
gy plan this week that will carry
The first session will be March want to go."'
the University into the 21st cen- 20 at 4 p.m. in 115 Olscamp Hall.
Inge Klopping, committee
tury.
The second forum Is March 21 at member and Information SerOpen forums will take place to 12 p.m. in 113 Olscamp Hall.
vices assistant dean, also said it
give students and employees a
Linda Dobb, committee mem- is key to the process that people
chance to respond to the report ber and Library dean, said it is share their feelings on the draft
prepared by the Campus Tech- very important for people to at- of the report.
nology Plan Steering Committee. tend the forums.
"I think they're very imporThe presidential-appointed
"We are hoping people will tant. I think It's an opportunity
committee has finished a draft of come and give us Input at that for people across campus to proa plan to prioritize the Universi- time. After everybody reads it vide Input," Klopping said. "It is
Jay Young
The BC News

New building will
replace South Hall
Jay Young
The BC News

Members of the English Department will be moving east in
the summer of 1997 as a building
will be constructed on campus to
consolidate the department's offices.
Bob Waddle, Capital Planning
director, said the state has allocated all of the $5,627,000 budget
that will be used to construct the
new building.
"Essentially it is going to allow
us to consolidate the English Department, which is something we
have really wanted to do for a
long time," Waddle said.
Waddle said the bottom floor of
the four-story building will house
computer labs, a couple of classrooms and the American Culture
Studies Department. The top
three floors will be occupied by
members of the English Department.
The building, which will be located to the west of the library
and directly south of Anderson
Arena, will replace South Hall.
University Architect Roland
Engler said the University
looked at renovating South Hall,

but discovered it is more economical to rebuild He said South
Hall will not be torn down immediately, though
"The existing South Hall will
probably stay there for the next
few years and be used to house
other departments as we are
renovating other buildings,"
Engler said. "I imagine it is goirg
to be there for three to five years
at this point. Then it will be torn
down and hopefully about that
time we will be able to extend the
pedestrian mall all the way over
See HAIL pag* *«"•
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Bowling Green
° Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
0
Tested By The State
° NAMA Approved
° Just 25c a Gallon
° Serviced Sanitized Daily
° Unique 8-Stage R.O. Purification Process
° Self-Serve: You Fill Your Own Clean Bottle
° Open 24 Hours a Day

A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get >; t >
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, having ^nV
a license is something you can live with. MIMHMIUHTI mMmN&
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The Water
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FILM DEVELOPING

WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY ENDORSED CANDIDATES

717 E. 17th Av«., Columbus
• Hot Dogs • Popcorn • Pretzels • Fun
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FREE DELIVERY

POLLS OPEN
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VOTE AT ANDERSON ARENA
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No
Limit!
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OHIO SUPREME COURT JUSTICES
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Womyn for Womyn will show
movie, talk about abortion
Dawn Keller
The BC News
Womyn for Womyn will show a
documentary about abortion and
follow it with a discussion which
will be facilitated by Pam O'
Leary, from the Center for
Choice II in Toledo.
Leona's Sister Gerri, a documentary about what happened to
a woman and her family before
and after her illegal and fatal
abortion, will be shown March 21
in 121 West Hall at 9 p.m.
This woman's picture has been

a symbol of what could happen if
women's rights were revoked,
according to Jeannie Ludlow, adviser for Womyn for Womyn.
"People need to know this happened," she said.
Marnle Sullivan, cocoordinator for Womyn for Womyn, said people of this generation may not remember what it
was like when abortion was illegal.
"This generation doesn't rememember what It was like when
women didn't have a choice about
abortion," Sullivan said.

Flying high

Sullivan said given the press to
make certain abortions illegal, it
is important for everyone to
know the history.
"Abortion has been around
from the beginning of time," she
said. "Making abortion illegal
wont make It atop, it will just
make It more deadly."
Sullivan said the movie humanizes what women go through
when making a decision about
abortion.
"It shows the despair and the
difficult time a woman has making the choice," she said.

Kohl sponsors voting program
Adviser will explain history of suffrage as part of Women's History Month
Dawn Killer
The BC News
Jeannie Ludlow, faculty adviser for Womyn for Womyn, will
talk about the history of women's
suffrage as a part of Women's
History Month
Ludlow, who will speak on
March 20 in Kohl Hall, said she
will explain what women experienced to get the right to vote and
show a move titled "How We Got
the Vote."
Ludlow said the movie will
show what women went through

to get the right to vote.
"These wor-.en were put in
prison, they had rats in their
skirts, they had to eat food with
worms in It," she said. "When
they went on hunger strikes, they
were force-fed. They worked
hard and suffered a lot to be able
to vote."
Ludlow said more people
should vote and probably would
If they knew what women went
through to get the right to do It.
"The percentage of people who
vote in this country is dismally
down," she said. "It's as if people

think their vote doesn't matter.
People should take It more seriously and at least vote because of
these women."
Anne Cook, resident adviser in
Kohl, said that with the election
coming up, students need to realize the importance of their vote.
"People need to be aware," she
said. "It wasnt that long ago that
women couldn't vote."
The event is free and open to
the public.
HALL
Continued from page three.
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Brittany Asay, eight, runs Into the wind as she tries to make It airborne. High winds provided Asay
and her sisters a great day for kite flying.

FACULTY
and stay at the University.
"Without question it will help
keep faculty here, especially
PhD. program."
Clemens explained the recog- since it was continued with
nition by the Regents of the pro- strong endorsement," Clemens
gram points out the success it has said. "It will make retaining facgained since it first began. He ulty easier and getting new faculsaid the strength of the program ty easier."
Gebhardt said he would like to
will be able to continue to get
stronger because of the decision see the literature doctoral proto keep the subsidy, and faculty gram continue.
"We hope there's a place for
will be more Inclined to come to
Continued from page one.

to Wooster, between Hanna and
McFalL"
Construction of the pedestrian
mall, between the Union and EpChoose form choice apartments within walking
pler Complex, will also begin this
summer.
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
Engler said the new building,
1996-1997
which will be called East Hall,
will be consistent with other
Continued from page one.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
campus structures.
and water included, air conditioning.
"It will fit in with the rest of
the campus," Engler said. "The University Court to not let an external organization like OBOR
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦ exterior will be all brick and dark
brown aluminum doors and en- come in."
Louis Katzner, Graduate Coltrances."
lege dean, said the University
administration Is currently deciding what, If any, programs
will be continued without the
state support.
"What the president has Indicated is that we're going to wait
until this process Is finished; an
action has been taken on all of

• NOW RENTING •

t♦

♦
♦
♦

PROGRAMS-

March Madness = Low Prices!

SOI
Til SIDE 6
WHERE 'HIE IMIMY STARTS

the areas under review. Then we
"The action taken by the Board
will sit down and look at that is- denies subsidy to any student
sue," Katzner said. "I certainly admitted to the program after
want to find a way to do it, but the the time that action has been takproblem Is that we have to put en," Katzner said. 'Tor the most
together a balanced University- part we are not looking at dewide budget as well."
cisions that would affect the fall
The final area being reviewed of '96. We're really looking at deby the Regents will be biology cisions that will affect the fall of
and biological medical sciences. •97."
Katzner said the reviews should
Katzner said students who
be complete by mid-May.
Katzner said the decisions have already been accepted for
made will mostly be made for the next fall will be subsidized by the
state.
fall of 1997.

801 & 803 FIFTH

SHOOT on over to South Side 6
for All your Party Needs
737 S. Main

locally-funded PhD. students in
literature, but that is now at a
level of University decision making," Gebhardt said.
Patricia Reed, Education and
Administration chairwoman, said
she would like to find a way to
continue her department's program.
"We're hopeful we will be able
to maintain the program," Reed
said.

BEST BUY FOR YOUR MONEY AND FREE HEAT, TOO!

352-8639

• Large Two Bedroom Apartments
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• Laundry Facility in Building
• Free Heat, Water and Sewer
• 9 and 12 Month Leases Available
• Private Parking
• Extra Storage Closets
• Free Cleaning Service

NEWIPVE
Rentals
328 S. MAIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE)

352-5620

Seasonal/Casual Merchandiser
The Coco-Colo Bottling Company of Northern Ohio hos this position
ovoiloble in our Toledo Soles Center. Condidote must possess o volid
driver's license ond must hove o good driving record. Individuol mill work
full-time throughout the summer, reducing to port-time hours the remoinder
of the year. Schedules would include weekend work ond night hours.
Responsibilities include stocking shelves, building displous ond product
rotation. Apply in person ot:

The Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Northern Ohio
8970 Catawba Street
Toledo, OH 436IS

At In: ■■-■■—■■ Resource Administrator - T9I
No phone calls please!!
Equal Opportunity Employer

• Lewis Avenue
• Woodville Road
• Airport Highway
• East Wooster

J
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Clinton prepares budget with $100-billion tax cut
Martin Crutslnger
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton has put together an election-year budget that would offer
Americans a roughly $100-billion
tax cut over the next seven years
while still achieving a balanced
budget, documents show.
Budget documents obtained by
The Associated Press, embracing
the Clinton spending plan for
Fiscal 1997, for most part make
only minor changes to a broad
budget outline he submitted
early last month. The president

formally submits to Congress on
Tuesday the full proposal for the
budget year starting next Oct. 1.
The budget documents obtained by The AP show that the
president proposes spending
$1,635 trillion In the fiscal year
that starts Oct. 1, a 4 percent Increase from the current year.
The president's spending
document, which has already
been dismissed by Republicans
as offering too little in tax cuts
and spending reductions, would
provide $99.7 billion in tax relief
through the year 2002, starting
with a downpayment of $3.3 bil-

lion in tax cuts in the current fiscal year and $13.9 billion for
1997.
The president's formal budget
submission will retain his tax
credit for children, which would
provide $500 when fully phased
in, and a new tax deduction for
college tuition, which would be
worth $10,000 when fully put Into
effect.
Clinton's $99.7 billion in tax relief is about half of what Republicans have proposed.
The bottom line figures in the
president's budget are close to
the numbers he revealed on Feb.

5. However, there were some
modest changes, which officials
attributed in many cases to technical adjustments.
The biggest change evident in
summary pages obtained by The
AP was in proposed savings in
Medlcald, the state-federal program that provides health care
for poor people. In February,
Clinton proposed changes that
would result in $2 billion in savings In the program for 1997.
However, the full budget now
estimates Medlcald spending will
add another $900 million to the
1997 deficit projections.

ucat ion and the environment.
The president's plan is certain
to be contrasted with the rival
Republican congressional plan,
which also proposes eliminating
the deficit by the year 2002 with
what the GOP claims are more
honest efforts to tackle rising
costs in health care, welfare and
other mandatory benefit programs.
The budget Clinton releases
Tuesday will total more than
2,000 pages and will provide the
nitty-gritty details to flesh out
the 20-page spending outline he
sent Congress last month.

The president's estimate of
$5.7 billion in savings in Medicare, the giant health care program for the elderly, was unchanged from his February estimate.
The president has attacked
GOP budget cutting proposals
for their much larger reductions
in spending on both Medicare
and Medicaid.
Clinton has been referring to
his smaller government spending
cuts in speeches across the country, arguing that his budget
would protect priorities favored
by voters, such as Medicare, ed-

Jury convicts Salvi of murder, assault Snoop Doggy Dogg
Carolyn Thompson
The Associated Press
DEDHAM, Mass. - A jury rejected John C. Salvi Ill's insanity
defense and convicted the
24-year-old loner today of murdering two women in a shooting
rampage at two abortion clinics.
The jury convicted him of two
counts of first-degree murder
and five counts of assault with intent to murder.
"Justice was done," said Mark
Nichols, whose sister was slain in
one of the Dec. 30, 1994, attacks
on two Boston-area clinics.
A first-degree murder conviction carries a mandatory sentence of life In prison without
parole. Massachusetts doesn't
have a death penalty.
As the verdicts were read, Salvi stood quietly, sometimes staring vacantly and sometimes bowing his head, his dark necktie
cocked to the right. He pursed
his lips and looked down at the
defense table after the verdict
was read.
Four of the women on the jury,
including the forewoman, cried
as the verdicts were read, as did
friends and families of the victims, and Salvl's mother.
A bailiff steadied the Jury
forewoman, and Salvi's father
came to his wife's aid as she doubled over in her seat.
"Just leave me alone," Mrs. Salvi said as her husband rubbed

her back.
The verdict was nationally
televised live. Cameras had been
excluded from the courtroom
during testimony.
This afternoon, Superior Court
Judge Barbara Dortch-Okara
heard "victim impact statements," comments from loved
ones of the dead and from the
wounded, and then formally sentenced Salvi to life.
"The life I had is gone," said a
tearful David Keane, who had
been engaged to marry Shannon
Lowney, one of the receptionists
who was killed. "The most caring, loving person I ever met is
no longer with me."
Ruth Ann Nichols, the mother
of slain receptionist Lee Ann Nichols, addressed Salvi in her
statement, saying, "Without hesitation, I hope you have sheer
misery every day of your life, as
you have brought all the families.
I request and hope that every
Dec. 30 they put you in solitary
confinement."
Salvi also got a chance to comment before sentencing. In a
rambling statement, he asked the
judge to let him conduct a televised interview once he is in
prison.
"As you know I haven't pled
guilty though I am against abortion," Salvi said. "My position is
pro-welfare state, pro-Catholic
labor union, and basically, life."
The judge said any decision on

interviews would be up to prison
officials.
Outside court, the president of
the Planned Parenthood League
of Massachusetts said she was
relieved by the verdict.
"We're hopeful this kind of
atrocious incident will never
happen again anywhere in this
country or the world," said Nicki
Nichols Gamble.
"I think it will help to deescalate the climate of fear and
violence that has surrounded the
services that we provide," said
Gamble.
Salvi, who professed to believe
in a conspiracy against Roman
Catholics, admitted carrying out
the attacks that killed two receptionists and wounded five
other people.
The jurors deliberated nine
hours over two days before
reaching the verdict.
If Salvi had been acquitted by
reason of Insanity, he would have
been committed to a prison mental hospital. He could eventually
have been released if authorities
later determined he was sane and
no longer posed a danger to society.
Salvi was charged with murdering Ms. Nichols, a receptionist at Preterm Health
Services, and Ms. Lowney, the

receptionist at Planned Parenthood, and wounding five other
people in back-to-back shootings
at the two clinics in Brookline, a
Boston suburb.
"This Is what you get! You
should pray the rosary," Salvi
screamed as he pumped 10 bullets into Nichols, witnesses testified.
Salvi was arrested the day
after the killings when he allegedly fired at least 23 shots at the
windows and doors of a Norfolk,
Va abortion clinic.
Salvi's lawyer, J.W. Carney Jr.,
said Salvi suffered from paranoid schizophrenia, a mental disorder characterized by delusions
of persecution. He repeatedly
asked Ms. Dortch-Okara to declare his client Incompetent to
stand trial. Prosecutor John Kivlan argued that Salvi methodically planned his crime.
On Saturday, Carney disclosed
that the judge had turned down a
defense request last week to let
Salvi take the stand and make
statements without submitting to
cross-examination. Some experts
said the judge's decision could
provide the defense with grounds
for appeal.
Salvi was first identified
through a black duffel bag left at
the crime scene.

Coffee House

1-^-7 0 Pint of
[Chicken Lo Mein

CHINA

| • Coupon good at BC only.
| • Please bring ad with yon.

Coffee and donuts will be for sale
Admission is FREE

E*p. 3/23/96

The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Prosecutors said Monday they
wont retry rapper Snoop Doggy Dogg and his former bodyguard on voluntary manslaughter charges in the snooting death of a gang member.
Superior Court Judge Paul
Flynn granted the prosecution's request to dismiss
the charges against the rapper, whose real name is Calvin
Broadus, and McKinley Lee.

We've been having a SALE.

GJCJC"-

gtUcH<s

It won't be over any time soon.
248 South Main St. West side on Main near Post Office 352-8578

UNIVERSITY UNION

TUESII>AY

■coui -\-4;KI:I:M:KV 1

Tijuana
Tuesday
$5.20 c^ ■
fTAX

Sponsored by
fOKSounUMiSt Bow** &MH OH. 4MB OPEN DAILY

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Stop By and See What's Good For Lunch!

Contact UAO@2-7l64
for more Information. '

"God blessed us with a victory," Broadus said outside
the courtroom.
Broadus, 24, and Lee, 25,
were acquitted of murder last
month In the shooting death of
Philip Woldemariam, 20. The
jury acquitted Broadus of a
charge of accessory after the
fact, but deadlocked on a voluntary manslaughter chargeDeputy District Attorney
Bobby Grace said prosecutors
felt there was little chance of
winning convictions.

* Best Values on Campus

Every Thursday in the Falcon's Nest- University Union

8-10 p.m.

will not be retried

N$ 1

Make your own lacos, la|ilas
burntos and
chimichangas

OI'IA 4:;iO-7pm
*■ All Student meal plan cards
accepted

I'll K AS AM ROOM

8oz.
Strip
Steak
$6.95
Includes: Salad
PEN *:30-7pm
Ml students meal plan cards
accepted
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DO YOU KNOW AN OUTSTANDING
STUDENT OR FACULTY MEMBER?
Nominate them for the

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

HOLLIS A. MOORE AWARD
In honor of the famous BGSU President.
Applications are now available in the USG
office at 404 Student Services
Deadline is April 1st
"Award will be given at the USG
Spring Awards Banquet April 22nd
Any questions call 2-8116
USG USG USG USG USG USG JSG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Power company
may pull plug
on Marcos' crypt
The Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines - Eleclricity will be cut off at the
refrigerated crypt housing the
remains of the late President
Ferdinand Marcos If his
widow does not pay the bills
soon, the power company said
Monday.
With some $154,000 in bills
unpaid, the Uocos Norte Electric Cooperative was set to
turn off the power Monday,
said Rommilas Pascual, a
company official.
He said the vice governor of

Uocos None, Marcos' home
province, uad asked for an extension.
Power company officials
have agreed to continue service until April 30 to allow
Marcos' widow Imelda and
supporters to find ways to pay
the bill, which has accumulated since 1989, he said.
Marcos was ousted In February 1986.
He fled to Hawaii, where he
died in 1989.
His body was not allowed to
return home until three years
later.

Howard's
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At least 80 killed in disco fire
Hospital officials in Philippines say survivors have third-degree burns
Pat Roque
The Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines - A
raging fire engulfed a disco
crowded with students celebrating the end of the school year
early Tuesday, killing at least 80
people and severely burning dozens more.
Quezon City police chief Hercules Cataluna said about 80 bodies had been taken out of the
Ozone Disco Pub In the Manila
suburb. More bodies remained In
the ruins, covered by debris.
Hospital officials said dozens
of survivors had been brought in
with third-degree burns.
Bodies of people who tried to
escape were piled waist-deep at a
narrow corridor leading from the
dance floor. Others were crushed
beneath a mezzanine celling
which collapsed.
"We saw smoke and tried to
run outside but were caught in a
stampede," said a survivor
named Rose, who said two of her
three friends were missing. "I
was stepped on but managed to
force my way out."
Marvin Reyes, a disc jockey at
the disco, said victims were
screaming as their clothes and
hair caught fire.
"It was like hell," he said. "I
tried to announce there was a
fire, but the microphone stopped
working."
Firemen were overwhelmed by
the ordeal of taking bodies out
from the charred disco.
The victims were so badly

Pal Rogue/The Associated Prc»
Two unidentified women wait for newt on relatives after a fire engulfed a disco crowded with students
celebrating the end of the school year. At least 80 people were killed In the blaze.
burned that their bodies stuck to
each other and firemen had to be
careful to avoid dismembering
the remains as they collected
them, said Adolfo Gutierrez,
chief of staff of the Quezon City
mayor's office.
There was chaos around the
building as wailing relatives

searched for information about
missing family members.
Fire officer Molses Marcelo
said the fire started a few
minutes after midnight and was
extinghulshed about two hours
later.
There was no official report on
the cause of the fire, but radio

reports said it was triggered by a
cooking fuel tank that exploded. The disco is popular among
young people, particularly college students. Guttierez said he
heard there was a graduation
party going on when the fire
started.
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JC Penney
Bowling Green •Woodland Mall
Fill out an application for
a JC Penney charge card
(If approved - instant credit!)

JC Penney Shopping Spree
Certificate
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You are entitled to save
25% on
regular-priced*
merchandise
from your favorite
JC Penney
stores, in BG-Woodland
Mall,
purchased any one day
from...

March 8 through
March 19, 1996.
• Some restrictions apply.
See below for details.

25'^OFF

. . 01994 VOL*
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.e©

To take advantage of this special
offer.please present this
certificate at the lime of each
purchase and turn it in when
making your last purchase
of the day.

-1

Discount applies only lo regular-prtoed merchandise and is smited to Jt Penny in-stock on hand. The certificate discount doss not
apply To mess items: Hanesw Smooth illusions"*. Cosmetic Dept. Catalog (Catalog Oept. Catalog Phone Orders. Catalog OuOet
Seres). Men's A Young Men's* Levfs* Jeans, No Fear* Sportswear, Guccis) Watches, all Royal Velvet* by Fleidcrest*). Sale
merchandise, Value Rtgnt merchandise or Clearance merchandise. The certificate is not vaUd when presented ertti any other JC
Penny couporvoertillcaie, and cannot be used tor payment on account or redeemed tor caah. As always, credit purchases are
subject to review. Cash value 1/20 of one cent.

Kent Stark 6000 Frank Avenue NW Canton OH 44720
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"in-state/undergraduate fee.
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Head butt costs Rodman $20,000, six games
Loss of star rebounder could
halt Bulls run for NBA record
John BOflflttJ

The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - Dennis
Rodman's latest tirade will cost
him six games and more than
$200,000. It could cost the Chicago Bulls a chance to become
the first NBA team to win 70
games.
Rodman, the league's leading
rebounder and most volatile
character, got a six-game suspension without pay and $20,000
fine Monday for head-butting a
referee and other outbursts after
being ejected from Saturday
night's game.
"Physical assaults on referees
cannot and will not be tolerated
under any circumstances," NBA
vice president Rod Thorn said.
Rodman's suspension was the
third longest levied by the NBA.
Kermit Washington was suspended for 26 games in 1977 for
punching Rudy Tomjanovich,
and Vernon Maxwell got a
10-game suspension last year for
going into the stands and hitting
a fan.
"You can see it built slowly because the referees are paying so
much attention to him," Bulls
center BUI Wennlngton said at
the team hotel before Monday
night's game against Philadelphia "You know with his personality something's going to happen
eventually."
Along with his $20,000 fine and
an automatic $1,000 fine for his
ejection, Rodman will lose about
$34,500 in salary for each game
he Is suspended. That means the
Incident will cost him a total of
$228,000.
- It could also prove costly for
the Bulls, who are on pace to
break the record of 69 victories
in a season by the 1971-72 Los
Angeles Lakers. Without Rodman
and ailing All-Star Scottie Pippen, who is expected to be sidelined for another week, Chicago
(S7-7) could be vulnerable as It
plays three games In the next
four nights.
The Bulls must win 13 of their
last 18 games to set the record,
beginning with Monday night's
game.
"As far as winning 70 it may
hurt us," Bulls said center Luc
Longley said at the team hotel.
"But as far as down the stretch It

"You can see it build
slowly because the
referees are paying
so much attention to
him. You know with
his personality,
something is going to
happen eventually."
Bill Wennington
Bulls Center

may not be a bad thing. . .other
guys will have to step up and play
a lot of minutes."
After being ejected during the
first quarter of a win over New
Jersey, Rodman head-butted ref
Ted Bernhardt, knocked over a
water cooler, stripped off his jersey and shouted obscenities before leaving the court.
"The suspension and fine reflect not only the head-butting,
but the totality of his actions on
the court," said Thorn, who was
at the game and saw the tirade In
person.
After the game. Bulls star Michael Jordan said he was concerned about Rodman's behavior.
"If he happens to get suspended, maybe this is the opening he
needs to get himself back on line
and focus on the game and not
the way he's being perceived,"
Jordan said.
Rodman, who averages 1S.1
rebounds, claims that refs have
been picking on him because of
his bad boy reputation. He wont
be eligible to play again until
April 2, when the Bulls visit
Miami
"They can suspend me and
make an example out of Dennis
Rodman; I dont care," Rodman
said after the New Jersey game.
"If I butted him, I butted him. So
suspend me, David Stern. Suspend me, Rod Thorn. You guys
are so big; suspend me."
Hubie Brown, a former NBA
coach who Is now a commentator
for Turner Sports, said he agreed
with the league's penalty.
"You can't have players manhandling an official and can't Chlcago Balls forward Dennis Rodman talks to referee Ted Bernhardt after being called for a second technical foul and being ejected
See RODMAN, page eight.

by Bernhardt In New Jersey, Saturday.
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Knight uncertain Bowling Green baseball opens
about Coleman, with Tracy setting new record
pitching staff
Scott Brown
The BC News

Joe Kay
The Associated Press
DUNEDIN, Fla. - Two weeks
before opening day, Ray Knight
Is still looking for answers.
The Cincinnati Reds' first-year
manager feels good about the positions that were pretty much
settled when training camp
opened; catcher, infield, right
field, starting rotation.
Mike Kelly appears to have
won a starting outfield job, filling
one of the team's biggest gaps.
But Knight still wonders about
his leadoff hitter and his bullpen
configuration.
"I have two or three concerns,"
Knight said Monday before an
8-7 victory over Toronto.
The concerns start at the top of
the lineup. Vince Coleman, expected to play left field and bat
first, was hitting .086 with just
three singles in 35 at-bats heading into the game Monday. He
had a triple and a double and
scored only his second run in 11
games.
The defending NL Central
champs are relying heavily on
their speed to produce runs this
season, with home-run leader
Ron Gant gone. They can't afford
to have Coleman struggling at
the top of the order.
Unfortunately, Knight doesnt

have many other options. He
hoped Curtis Goodwin, acquired
from Baltimore as part of the
David'Wells trade, would contend for the leadoff spot, but
Goodwin has hit Just .167.
The only other outfielder with
leadoff speed Is Eric Davis, who
probably will make the team as a
backup outfielder. If Coleman
continues to struggle, Davis
could play a bigger role.
"I dont know about leadoff.
That's my concern," Knight said.
"Vince Coleman, I believe, is going to be fine. If I'm going to
have a speed-oriented team, then
he's going to have to be fine. If he
isn't, then I've got to make an adjustment.
"Eric Davis - I like what I've
seen of him and It looks like he
can run. I'm going to have to
have somebody lead off that I can
feel can get on base and pressure
the defense, so Eric Davis may
figure in that spot"
The other major question when
training camp opened was the
bullpen. The Reds lost setup man
Mike Jackson to free agency
over the winter, then lost closer
Jeff Brantley to a broken foot
early In camp.
Hector Carrasco is the closer
while Brantley recovers; he's exSee REDS, page eight.
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If this past weekend was any
indication of what Is In store
for the Bowling Green baseball
team this year, watch out.
The Falcons opened the 1996
season In a
rather convincing fashion, going on
the road and
taking three
of four
games from
host Cincinnatl. BG
swept
Tracy
through Saturday's games, 9-3 and 4-2, and
split Sunday's twinblll 8-3 and
7-8.
"When we play the early
games like this, what we try to
do is get everybody's feet wet,"
said Falcon head coach Danny
Schmitz. "That's exactly what
we did. Everybody had an opportunity to play."
Jason Tipple, Mike Chaney
and Joe Cotton each picked up
pitching victories for the Falcons, but It was the offense
that took center stage. BG
scored 28 runs and banged out
32 hits over the four games,
with Andy Tracy's four home
runs leading the way.
Tracy, a senior first base-

Q.

MEN'S
BASEBALL

man, had a home run In each
contest, moving past Larry
Arndt to become BG's all-time
leading home run hitter with
35.
Tracy's heroics made up just
part of an explosive Falcon
offense that had innings of
three, four and five runs at
different spans over the weekend.
"We feel this can be a very,
very explosive team," Schmitz
said. "If we stay focused, prepare ourselves correctly and
no question about It, there Is
some talent on this team."
The Falcons' pitching staff
did a solid job over the weekend, offering Schmitz added
enthusiasm for their prospects
this season. Only Joe Holland,
the loser In Sunday's nightcap,
had a rough outing (four runs
In two-plus Innings).
"As far as three out of the
four starters, I thought they
gave us quality starts,"
Schmitz said. "[Joe] was Just
overthrowing a little bit. The
main thing is that all of them
got their feet wet. I see all of
them Improving."
Mike Combs, the Falcons'
third baseman, was limited as
he continued to fight back from

"We feel this can be a very, very, explosive
team. If we stay focused, prepare ourselves
correctly and no question about it, there is
some talent on this team.
Danny Schmitz

an off-season knee injury. His
23-game hitting streak was
snapped in Saturday's first
game but came back with three
more hits over the weekend.
"He's doing very well,"
Schmitz said. "The knee is 100
percent That was one of our
question marks coming In because we weren't sure how the
knee was going to react. He
played three out of four games
and came up with some big hits
for us."
The Falcons are scheduled to
host Michigan State at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in their home
opener (weather permitting)
and then depart early Thursday for their spring trip to Fort
Myers, Fla
SATURDAY
BG 9, Cincinnati 3
It was a tight gams, 4-3 In favor of
the Falcons, before a five-run outburst in the top of the seventh inning
btow it open on the way to tha 9-3 victory.

Three home runs accounted for
the five runt in the seventh, with
Burgei, Tracy and Matt Crakj each
connecting. Burgei was 3-for-4 with a
pair of doubles on the day.
Tippia struck out two, walked three
and gave up three earned runs In 4
2/3 innings on the mound.
BG 4, Cincinnati 2
Tha Falcons built a 4-0 lead before
tfia Bearcats scored a pair in tha bottom of tha fifth to make It a tight
game. Tracy drove in Wee of BG's
four runs, two of them on a dnger in
tha fifth inning.
Burgei was 3-for 4 with 2 RSI's for
the Falcons Andy Smith picked up
the save.

SUNDAY

■Gl, Cincinnati 3
Tracy had a two-run homer in the
first inning, and Burgei added a tworun shot in the fifth as tie Falcons
jumped up 5-0 and never looked
back.
Bob Reichow got the save on the
mound for tha Falcons.
Cincinnati i.BQ 7
The Falcons trailed 7-3 entering
(he sixth inning but scored four in the
sixth to tie the game. The Bearcats
scored in the bottom of the frame.
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Alomar healthy, ready to try for a 100 game season
Chuck MelvlR
The Associated Press

Wtlck/Tkc AiMcUted Preu

Clevlend Indians catcher Sandy Alomar throws the ball in between innings as the Indians take on the
Kansas City Royals in spring training.

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - While
the Cleveland Indians are aiming
to win 100 games again, Sandy
Alomar's personal goal Is a bit
more modest than that. He'd
simply like to play in 100 games.
It hasn't happened since 1990,
when Alomar hit .290 In 132
games and also played well
enough defensively to become
the unanimous choice as American League rookie of the year.
"When I play, I've proved I can
hit," said Alomar, who hit an
even .300 last season after coming back from two more operations on his left knee; one in
November 1994, another in April
1995. "Defensively, I know I'm
going to be there. I can do the
little things to help a team."
Alomar, who returned to his
native Puerto Rico for two exhibition games between the Indians
and Florida Marlins this past
weekend, is feeling better than
he has in years. The knee is holding up, and so far he has avoided
the assorted other injuries that
have been sprinkled throughout
his career the Inflamed rotator
cuff, the strained hip flexor, the
cut hand, the broken finger, the
bad back.
No one is more frustrated by
the litany of ailments than Alo-

mar, who knows the Indians are
at their best when he's in the
lineup. They went 38-16, a .704
winning percentage, in his 54
starts last year.
But he hasnt played in as many
as 90 games in any season since
he was a rookie, and the 66 he
played In after he returned in
late June last year were probably
more than he should have.
"I was rushed to play," Alomar
said. "I was still healing during
the playoffs. I was supposed to be
out for four months and I came
back and played In two. Nobody
knows that, because I'm not the
type that goes and tells that to
people If I'm able to play, I play.
"But catcher is a different position than any other position.
You have to move all around. You
have to get up from the squat and
throw to second base in less than
two seconds. It's different."
Even when he's healthy, Alomar, 29, is guaranteed of a rest
every fifth day because his understudy, Tony Pena, has become
the personal catcher for Dennis
Martinez, Cleveland's opening
day pitcher. The Indians tried
pairing Alomar with Martinez
early in the playoffs last year to
keep Alomar's bat in the lineup,
but Martinez eventually asked
for Pena again because the two
had been working together all
season.

I was still healing
during the playoffs. I
was supposed to be
out for four months
and I came back to
play in two."
Sandy Alomar
"We're lucky to have Tony
Pena," Alomar said. "He's an experienced guy. He helped me a
lot, and he helped the ballclub
out. Tony deserves a lot of credit."
Perhaps because his own career has had so many ups an<
downs, Alomar is wary of all th
predictions that the Indians wi.
run away with the AL Centr;
this year the way they did it
1995.
"With Chicago's pitching
they're not going to have anothe.
bad year like they did last year,"
he said. "And the Royals stud
around for a while last year.
"You can't count on being in
the World Series without playing
162 games. A lot of things can
happen. One injury can be devastating to any team. So you have
to be very careful about the way
you talk."

RODMAN

Allen R.

Continued from page seven.

BALDWIN

have players verbally challenging the commissioner and Rod
Thorn when you are guilty 100
percent," Brown said. "Then it
becomes an embarrassment to
the league."
Rodman, seeking his fifth
straight rebounding title. Is as
well known for his troubled past

For Democratic
State Central
Committeeman
FOR THE
2ND STATE SENATE DISTRICT
REPRESENTING DEMOCRATS IN
OTTAWA COUNTY, WOOD COUNTY
AND PARTS OF
LUCAS AND ERIE COUNTIES

as his ferocious work on the
boards.
Since October 1992, he has
been suspended at least seven
times by the league or his team.
He also has been fined at least
nine times during that period.
Last season, while playing for
the San Antonio Spurs, he was
benched during Game 4 of the
Western Conference semifinals

for arguing with coach Bob Hill
and refusing to Join team huddles. The Spurs traded him to
Chicago for center Will Perdue
on Oct. 2,1995.
Earlier this season, Rodman
was fined $5,000 for verbally
abusing referees and failing to
leave the court In a timely fashion after being ejected from a
game with Seattle.

REDS
Continued from page seven.
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BGSU College Democrats & Perrysburg Democratic Club
Wood & Ottawa County Democratic Committees

pected back some time in April.
Knight doesn't know how the rest
of the relief staff stacks up.
"It's wide open," he said. "I can
tell you the names there, I can't
tell you any order because I'm

flip-flopping it every day."
typical spring showing. LeftKnight has been Impressed hander Chuck McElroy has been
with Jeff Shaw, Marcus Moore, erratic. Both have to prove themTim Pugh, Xavier Hernandez and selves in the last two weeks.
Carrasco. All five are righthanders.
"If I end up with six rightRight-hander Johnny Ruffin handers, I end up with six righthas been inconsistent again in his handers," Knight said.

(Note: The Lucas & Erie County Democratic Committees made no endowments tor State Central Committee)
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Nagy enjoys tutelage
of veterans in bullpen
Chuck Mtlvln
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - The
Cleveland Indians' big-name
starting rotation may have
pushed Charles Nagy cut of the
limelight, but It certainly has
its compensations.
"It's like having four or five
pitching coaches out there,"
said Nagy, once the ace of the
Indians' staff and now their
fourth starter. "They know a
good way to approach another
pitcher and give advice. Instead of barking at you. You
learn the moat from other
players."
That's not Intended as a shot
at pitching coach Mark Wiley,
Nagy said.
"Mark's a great pitching
coach," he said. "But when you
hear something from a coach,
you say (deadpan), "Yeah,
yeah' When you hear it from
fellow players, you relate to it
a lot better."
Nagy was an All-Star in 1992,
when he went 17-10 with a 2.96
ERA. The next spring,
however, he came down with a
case of shingles that weakened
him, and by mid-May his
shoulder had gone bad. He had
surgery in June and didnt return until he pitched the final
game of the *93 season, which
was also the Indians' last game
ever at Cleveland Stadium.
Unable to count on Nagy, the
Indians brought in Dennis
Martinez as a free agent in '94,
Orel Hershiser in '95 and Jack
McDowell in "96, leaving Nagy

HIU SlknTTke Aur Utf rd PrtH

Pittsburgh Pirates pitcher Denny Neagle hurls ■ pitch agatnit the Philadelphia Phillies In Clearwater,
Fla.

Neagle ready to prove
he is worth $5.4 million
with some kind of purpose."
Neagle's statistics last season
weren't show-stopping - 13-9,
CLEARWATER, Fla. - Will 3.34 ERA, only four victories
after the All-Star game - but for
success spoil Denny Neagle?
U It does, the Pirates' left- a pitcher who had never before
hander will hear from an authori- finished above .500, it was a
ty even higher than manager Jim breakthrough year.
"I thought he was one of the
Ley land.
"When I go back home, the best best pitchers in the league," Leycompliment I get is when one of land said. "But the worst thing
my parents' friends say, 'I just for him would be to think he's got
saw little Denny - yes, they still It made."
So far, that hasn't happened.
call me little Denny - and he's
Neagle gave up one run on
still a goofy, wacky kid,"1 Neagle
said. "Anyway, my mom would three hits over five innings Sunday in the Pirates' SI exhibition
slap me If I ever changed."
Interestingly, it is this nature victory over the Phillies. He bethat led many to question if Nea- came the first Pittsburgh starter
gle ever would be a consistent this spring to last five innings.
"It was a lesson for me because
winner. Even the Pirates wondered if Neagle was too flighty - I went out there without my good
even too off-the-wall - to reach stuff and still pitched well,"
the success long predicted for Neagle said. "I didn't have good
control, and I didnt have my real
him.
Then, he flnnliy learned to re- good changeup, but I had a good
lax and to rely on a changeup that sinker."
The Pirates are gambling $5.4
is one of the best in the National
million over the next two years League.
"I found out it was true what a contract that makes Neagle one
they told me all those years," of the highest-paid pitchers In
Neagle said. "This game can be the club's history - that the
easy If you relax, if you throw changeup will keep working.
"After I signed the contract, I
strikes and if you go out there
Aim Robinson
The Associated Press

thought to myself, 'Holy cow, if I
can make this kind of money,
there's no stopping me now,'"
Neagle said. "There Is pressure
in this game, and pressure because of the contract, and pressure on me to keep pitching well,
but most of the pressure you put
on yourself."

Charles Nagy delivers a pitch against the Kansas City Royals In
Winter Havea, Fla. on Saturday.
as the least-accomplished winners (Hershiser and
pitcher on a staff that he had McDowell) and a future Hall of
Famer (Martinez, perhaps)."
once led
Rather than grouse about the
Nagy, meantime, has been
slgnings, he welcomed them.
steadily regaining his old form.
"Look what they've done,"
Nagy said. "If they can offer Over the last two strikeyou any advice, you'd better shortened seasons, he has gone
take it That's two Cy Young 26-14 with a 4.02 ERA
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FREE EXPRESSIONS

tSUBWRY"

You are Invited to...
read your poetry,

play music,
or present any artwork you like

828 S. Mom 354 2608
1091 N. Mom 352 5505
524 E Wooitor 352 8500
1602 E.Woo*r 354 2800
Woodland Mall Location 352-7279

Wednesday, March 20
8 p.m.
faculty Lounge
Sponsored by
Contact UAO I i2-372-7164 tor moreInfo.

Wed. March 20th
and

Thurs. March 21st
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Not everyone can get into our outfit. But if you've got what it
takes to become a United States Marine Officer, you could get
the ultimate white collar job To fill this position you have to be
smart tough and able to handle a tremendous amount of
responsibility. In short, you have to be a leader Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll develop these skills See if you've got
what it takes to be a Marine Officer It could be the perfect fit

Marines

" $6!99; "& *7-

®KfflS(assroI!ta

JpUfffltot&nsiB'ffitoi

Shop locally

Captain Conley and Captain Anderson will be handing out more
information and answering questions on Marine Corps Officer
Programs at the BCSU Math Science Building from
9:30am to 3:00pm on March 19, 1996. If you are interested,
please come by or call 1-800-892-7318. Semper Fi!

\
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CAMPUS EVENTS
tmmtW Merketlng tmcWon'
AM* member! There will be an
Informal Main Tuesday. Mn* 19
« 7:30 In 220 Math Science. At
Ha meelng we will be electing new
oflcersl
-American Marketing Aeeoclatlon-

■

7-10 epMa. Try your hand at
bovrirMj.ccokiedeGoraeng.be dye.
aattng a banana spk! and moral
SOa and Kida Weekend April 12.13.14
Join in tie Falcon Frenzyl
COLLEGIATE *M
COLLEGIATE 4-H
Community Service maaling tonight al
6:30pm al Si Thomaa Mora Pariah.
Wal oa halp-ng out wilhlha Woodland
Danoa. SI. Thomas Mora la locaiad acroaa
the tiraat from Mac Wan on Thur.cn
Tha danca wil ba ovar al 8 30 and
fha thama la 'The Counly Fair.*

SERVICES OFFERED

CHARIOT EXPRESS TRANSPORTATION
Airports. Bus/Train Station!. HOME l
Any cily ol your choicel
4 ride lor price oil
Ride In fcjKury aadan tor taxi rales
Advenes reservations suggested
Cal Genie now at 419-266-6338.
Major CredH Carda Gladly Acoepteall
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy teals. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personalised
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Mln. Order ol 15
Stop in end sea us!

353-7732

■SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX
SKYDIVE B G SAYS JUMP INTO SPRING'
1st Jump classes starting April 6. Student and
group discounts Visa A MC accepted 10
minutes from BGSU. SKYDIVE BG. 352-5200

?? CaK 372 2356

Wanted lOOStudenta
Lose 8-10 lbs New Meabolism breakthrough
I lost 15lbs. in 3 weeks. GUARANTEED RESULTS. S35 cost. ! 800 666 3829

Falcon Frenzy is coming to BGSLH
Slban Kids Weekend
April 12.13.14
LooK tor further info'

PERSONALS
(SI'S FOR SCHOLARS
14TH ANNUAL TUITION RAFFLE. OVER
$3700 W PRIZES -- TICKETS ON SALE
IN UNIVERSITY HALL. GET YOURSTODAYII

PLAY WFAL-S BALLS OUT BINGO.
PICK UP a Bingo card in WFAL's Weal Hal
studios. LISTEN to CieBig Hairy Poaaa Show.
Thursday, March 21 Irom t-Spm on 680AM
or Wood Cable SO to WIN $100 cash, concert
tickets to aae G-lovs-B Special Sauce or
Barooafced Ladlea or CD/a.
START SPRING BREAK THE RIGHT WAY...
BUY TUITION RAFFLE TICKETS TODAY 1
TOMORROW IN UNIVE RSITY HALL.
HP-HSA-SBX-HP-HSA-SBX

Attention Spring Breaker*!
Last minute specials to
Panama City
Cancun
Jamaica
Lowest Price Guaranteed
Endless Summer Tours
l-aOO-234-7007
AXOAXOAXO
Dear Allyson,
Congratulations on Dance Marathonl You have
been so important to everyone and we're all going lo miss you next year. $45,000 helping to
save kids' lives and you made it happen'
Love. LJ Kate
AXOAXOAXO
Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoke
every Sun., Tuss.. Wed, evenings.
CHEERLEADER INFO NIGHTS
TUESDAY. MARCH 19 - 10O0PM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20 - 9:30PM
114 BUSINESS ADM BLDG.

CITY EVENTS
Attention
Al BGSEA Members
Run for ■ 1996-07 oflicer poeioon
Pick up orficer descriptions end
appJ-cattont m 410 Education

Close to the bars and campus
live in the Painted Lady »»s summer
3 huge bedrooms
Call Erin at 352-6389

Could you use:
'A semseys tuition and fees ($1977)
'A half-semester's tuition ($817)
'One ol 3$150 book scholarships or
■One ol 100. large 1-nem PISANELLO'S on
HP. HSA.» SBX WANT TO GIVE IT TO YOUI
BUY RAFFLE TICKETS FOR THE 14TH ANNUAL
TUITION RAFFLE TODAY IN UNIVERSITY
HALL FOYER

Management Inc.
Large3Bdrm. 120 1/2 N.
Prospect St. close to downtown
& campus 12 mo. lease starting
8-15-96, up to 4 occupants.
$750/mo ♦ util. 353-5800

Management Inc.
MS MM Ma Mel Mai MB MM

1 & 2 Bdrms available at our
Hillsdale Apis very spacious,
car ports. Starts $350/mo 3535800 only a lew still remaining.

DA YTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away » the honest action in Florida
where guys meet girls1 New motel on tva
ocean. AAA-ated. beach volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Don! be left
out of this Special Promotion-Call
1-600-682-0919
Don't ruin your spring vacation because you're
loo cheap lo buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning • 352-7689
EtiXJYASUMMEROF
ENRICHMENT ANDFUNiii
"A Summer in Mexico Program"
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 1 m Mexico City. 6
hrs. credit m two courses on Mexican culture
There is no substitute tor positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more information call Protesso' And rede 372-7119.
EUROPE $229
CaribbearvMexico$189
Be a little flexible and save $$$
Wall help you beat the airline pnees
Dss one Dons worldwide
AIRHrTCH (00-326-2009
airhi ten® netcom com
EVERY THURSDAY
COFFEE HOUSE 0 THE FALCON'S NEST
SPM FREE ADMISSION
•"LOWCOFFEE PRICES—
Contact 2-7164 tor more info
sponsored by UAO

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS.
1 BDRM or EFF. units, laundry
on site, tons of parking. Located
behind ODOT at 215 E. Poe Rd
353-5800

KA AOII SIG KAP KA AOIISIG KAP
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
would like lo congratulate AOII,
Sigma Kappa, on winning the
•Gold Cup'
and thank you lor the banners
We took forward to seeing, and
defending the Gold Cup' next year.
Gentlemen ol Kappa Alpha.
KA AOII SIG KAP KA AOII SIG KAP

"Spring Break Mugs!!!"
Bring back your
Spring Break Mugs
and we w* fill Mm
at a tow, low price
Junction Bar» Grll
Tha Patio la now open
(weather permitting)

KKG-KKO-KKG-KKG-KKO-KKG-KKO
Congratulations Kappa dancer Robin Relay
on her second place spirit award al the Dance
Marathon You were awesome!
KKG'KKG-KKG'KKG-KKG'KKG-KKG '

WANTED

KKG-KKG'KKO-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKO
Congratulations Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters
ol the week Robin Raleyand Holly SeweH you
guys did a great Job with Dance Marathon.
Were very proud ol you botfll
KKO-KKQ-KKG-KKG-KKG'KKG-KKO

KKO-KKQ-KKQ-KKO-KKO-KKQ-KKG
Congratulations Kappaa on the 2nd Place Inish in the kp-synang con lest at the Danoa Marathon. You guys were great
KKG'KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG-KKG'KKO

2 lo 4 Subleases needed tor summer
Large avo bedroom. Close to campus, rent ne
gosaole 352-7311
2-4 Summer Subleasers Needed. Huge 2 bedroom townhouse w/basemenl. Rent negotiebtel Cal Hoty or Staph 354-7043.
Female Subleaser wanted lor Summer.
$1 Sfumo. Close to campus Start 671/98

372-5795
PlAY WFAL'S Belle Out Bingo
PCK UP A Bingo card In WFAL's West Has
Surkoj LISTEN TO THE Big Hairy Poeee
Show. Thursday. March 21 from 6-6pm on
680AM or Wood Cable 50 to WIN $100 Cash.
concert Dckets to see G-Love B. Special
Sauce, or Barenaked Ladies or CD s
POMME RETTE INFO NIGHTS
TUESDAY. MARCH 19 - 9:30PM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20- 10OOPM
116 BUSINESS ADM BLDG

.
FREE EXPRESSION
This is a program that welcomes
anyone to read poesy, play music.
A present any other artwork.
Faculty Lounge & 8pm
Wednesday March 20
Sponsored by UAO 0 2-7164
Oranta, Schoiarehlpa Available!!!
Billions ol $$$ In private funding.
Qualify Immediately 1 -800-400-0209

Preferred Properties
530 South Maple St.

Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Thank you Sigma Kappas tor afl your
hard work with the Dance Marathon II

Local Bande We want your music!
Send your tapes/CDsAvhatever to ■ C. c/o
WFAL 120 West Hall BGSU to ba played on
Regional Radio every Sunday 9-10 p.m. on
WFALamoSO/cableSO.
Male or female subleaser from now until May.
$225/mo. Close to campus. Electric $ phone
only. Very nice apt. Cal 353-3212.
MUST summer sublease a 2 bdrm. house.
Spacious kitchen A lying room. Convenient
distance from campus Very dean. Call any
Roommate wanted 10 miles south ol BG. Mobile home, washer/dryer. Central Air No mil.
$2507mo.6sS-3i 74 leave mes
Summer Subleasers needed for 5 bedroom
house. Close to campus! For more Info cal
353-4414 or 372-4507 or 372-6174.

You're awesome" Special thanks to:
KelleyZInn
Keley. your hard work 1 dedicalon
is greeny appreciated!!
Pally Jackson
Gretchen Lowe
Slacy Ctevenger
I eeana Wairan
You guys ware great dancersn
Keep up the great workll
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

Summer Subleaser needed Close to campus.
2 bedrooms. Call 354-3173 after 3pm
SUMMER SUBLEASER NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4th and high
can 3S2-7578
Wanted: Two roommatas for 96-97 school
year. M/F. For more Into, cal Heather or Knsti

STATS MAJORS'11
Toledo firm needs students
who have taken Stats 211 $212
tor summer ■ 15-20hrsAvk.
$5/hr. Computer Literacy
REQUIRED. Apply w/resume
to Co-op otHoe: 310 S.S.
2 2451 for detail.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required Begin now. For Intocal 301306-1207.
C35.00O/YR. INCOME potential. Reading
Books. To! Free (1) 600-898-977$ Ext R-2078
tor details.

STATS MAJORSII
Toledo firm needs students
who have taken Stats 211 $ 212
for Summer -15-20 hrsTwk,
$S/hr. Computer Literacy
REQUIRED Apply w/resume
to Co-op Office: 310 SS.
2-2451 tor details.

250 Counselor! & Instructori neededi
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kensworth. NJ 07033(908) 276-0996
Alaska Job. Earn up to 30K in 3 month*. Fishing, construction, canaries, oil fields, plus
more. 7 days. 407-875-2022 ext. 0561.

STUDY ABROAD/FINANCIAL AID MEETING
If you are planning to study abroad this summer or during the 1996-97 academic year.
please attend a meeting on Wednesday,
March 20,1996 at 2.00pm in the Taft Room m
the Union. Please cal Sally Raymont at
372-0309 il you have any questions.
The Brothers ol Kappa Alpha
would Us lo congratulate
Scon Bradach. Thad Doyle.
and Mike Gould
tor being awesome dancers
and winning the 'Gold Cup'
tor Dance Marathon 19961
THURSDAY AT GAMERS
KARAOKE CONTEST - FINAL CHANCE
AT $200 FOR SPRING BREAK
VOTE MAYBERRY VOTE MAYBERRY
Baal Quallted tor Prosecutor
Paid tor by: Maybeny tor Proeecutor 9597 Na
poleon.BG OH. Manlyn Baker. Treasurer.
What is CA SO?
CASO is the Coalition Against
Sexual OAaneea. a university
appointed task toroa which
addresses and responds lo
issues ol sexual offense.

COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS n«*d«d.
100 poertione! Coed eummer camp Pocono
Mine. PA- Good —tory/t.pt.1 (904) 689-3339
COUNSELORS. CooMuicfton mgr needed at
co-ad summer camp near Ann Amor, Ml. Call
313-878-6626 tor more Into.
laboratory Atmiani: PrT reteerch asuatam
■ leaded by Bowling Green food processor B.
otogy major preferred. Send resume to GreenUne Produce Co. 12700 S. Dixie Hwy. BG.
Otto 43402
Looking for a fun fob this summer?
Wort on the lal and Hopper m
Port Chiton. OH. Hiring dec* hands.
bartendera, waitresses, sales darks.
Musi be friendly, outgoing, I ike boats.
For application & Interwaw appoirtttneni

Are you 'Outgoing
•Sell-Mot! vated
'Goal-Or rented
•A Team Player
*Salea Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News il looking tor successful advertising account executvei for Fal 1996/Spnng
1997. Appiicalons available at 204 Weel Hal
or call John Virosuk al 372-2805 for more de
laila.
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG
GAIN GREAT MARKETTNG/SALES EXPERIENCE AND EARN GREAT PAY SELLING
YELLOW PAGE ADS FOR THE STUDENT
PHONE DIRECTORY. WORK FROM APRl
THROUGH JUNE APPROXIMATELY 20
HOURS A WEEK, CALL 372-0430 FOR
MORE INFORMATION OR STOP BY 204
WEST HALL FOR AN APPLICATION APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MARCH 21.
CAMP COUNSELORS AND SPECIALITY
STAFF FOR CAMP COURAGEOUS. A RESIDENTIAL SUMMER CAMP AND CAMP
CROOKED ARROW. A YMCA DAY CAMP.
BOTH LOCATED IN WHITEHOUSE, OHO.
CONTACT THE CAMP DIRECTOR AT UNIVERSITY YMCA. 20M BROOKDALE RD.
TOLEDO, OH 43606, (419) 531 2612.

Reporter -writer, part-iime. for association
rietonai magazine 3-4 hours mornings Mon
day-Fnday. Some related office chores. Accuracy, good phone skids. Macintosh famihanly
important. Send resume, three references to
P.O. Box 1107. Bowing Green. OH 43402
Student Publications is now accepting applies
tons for account eiecuovea to seB yellow page
advening in the BGSU campus directory.
Successful candidates must be able to work 20
hours per week April through July, be aggres
srve. wel-organized. and interested in earning
grsotpay.
To apply, stop by 204 West Hal or call Toby at
372-0430 for more information. Leave a message. Application deadline is March 2t.

69 Chevy 4x4 Silverado. New engine/many
new parts. S6000 O.B.O. Call Jason after 5
pm.al35? 7081
__.._

2 Round Trip tickets from Cleveland to LA.
Leave Sal 3-23 return Sun. 3-31. Great
PrlcelOnly $200 a ticket. 354-8105 or
3522714
Moving must sell 25' Zenith color TV $65. Mac
LC IT with modem $700, VCR with remote
$100, Mrcowave $35, coffee maker $5, blender $10, tables and more. Cal 353-4410.

FOR RENT
•353-0325' Reduced Ratee '
t or 2 bedroom apts, Efficiencies A rooms
300 block of E. Merry
9.10.12, IS mo. leases lor 96-97 school year

SUMMER JOBS
A fun place to work and a lifelong learning experience await you at YMCA Camps Ohryesa
and Nissokonel Are you a caring, creative A
enthusiastic person? Do you enjoy being outdoors and have poor experience working with
children? Now hmng male A female resident
and day camp counselors, lifeguard/swim instructors, equestnan staff, ropes course lacih
tators. art teacher, nature instructor Applications available in student employment office or
cal David Marks (810) 867-4533
SUPPORTED LIVfNG PROVIDER - Persona
needed to provide direct care services to individuals who have mental retardatiorvdeveiopmental disabilities. High School
diploma or GED required Flexible schedule.
Application deadline 3/22/96. Application
packets may be obtained at Wood Lane Administranwj Services, Entrance B. 11160 East Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling Green, Mon. through
Fri..between6:00am-430pm EQE.
Technical Wrllerlllualralor
Clarke/A rtwican Lincoln, a leader in the manufacture of Industrial Floor Maintenance
Equipment. Is seeking a Technical
Wnter/Wustrator at its Bowling Green, OH tacrliThe successful candidate wil have strong
communication skills. Knowledge of other languages a plus. Create instruction and parts
mauals lor operators and servios personnel.
The ability to understand blueprints, bill of materials and write in very simple, easy to understand language that will be clearly understood
by users of equipment is a must. Ability to
create drawings and iflustratons that dearly
depict the parts and assemblies of machines
and knowledge of PC operaion and desktop
publishing software necessary to perform
these functions. One year experience in an
Engineering environment or equivalent training/experience required.
We offer a highly competitive salary and benefit package in an excellent work environment. If
you are Interested In this challenging position.
please forward your resume to.
Employee Relations Mgr.
Clarke/American • Lincoln
HOOHaskinsRd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IfflfOfV

The Cleveland Yachting Dub.
Summer positions at exclusive yachting club.
Wil tram qualified candidates as. servers, busters, hoavhosteu. bartenders, dock attendants, groondskeepers & lifeguards Training dates May 10 ftru 17th. Interview now for
best poaitjons Weds, thru Sun 200 Yacht Club
Dr Rocky River.OH 44116.216-333-1155.

* Summer Apartments Available'

Call 353-0325
Very dose to campus. A/C. Furnished
"House for Rent"*
729 4th Si Comer of 4th High St.
4 Bedrooms, central air, 1 1/2 Baths.
females only. 353-0325
2 BDRM STUDENT RENTALS FOR
SUMMER OR FALL. 1 BDRM APTS. FOR
GRAD. STUDENTS 352-3445
Effic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-6917. (no callt after 9.00pm).
Furnished 2 bdr. apart.. Undoes not included.
Call 669- 3036
House • 236 Troup. No pets, references req.
$695 plus uol. Available Aug 15.1996 • 12
ponrti lease. 352-6647
Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
i year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454
Jaymsr - The Highlands
The Homestead
1 -2 bedroom, spacious. A/C. Clean, gas, heat,
storage, parking. For serious sr, A grad. studenl start $395 Cal 354-6036 10-5.
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-8800
Piedmont Corporation
Mini-Storage Spaces Available

352-7581
Spring Break Daytona Beach
i Room Available, i Block
from the beach. Call 1 •904-253-3687.

BEST JOBS IN BG
Build Your Resume And
Earn Great Pay.

Writers to heap developing local business
newspeper. Norrwval fees. 352-6363.

CASO Is comprised ol
students, faculty, star!, and
community representatives. If
you have any questions, concerns.
or an Interest in parOopanng
on a aub-comminee. cell
Barbara Hoffman at 3722120

The Toledo Blade Reitauram Cnnc

Gain great sales
experience.

Only 2 positions
Open. Call 372-0430
for more information,
or stop by 204 West
Hall for an application.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Oleahe.KS 66051

•United Color, of BOHOMECOMING "96 is FAST APPROACHING
COME ONE COME ALLI HELP MAKE IT
THE BEST HOMECOMING BGSU HAS
SEENI
Next meeting is TUESDAY MARCH 19
AT 8PM in the Faculty Lounge
(2nd fi Union) Oueetions??
Cal tie Student Activioee Office 2 2343
'United Colors of BG'

Good cook needed immediately at BG Country
Club. Musi be able to work some lunches
Great summer fob. Apply in parson 923 Fairview Aye, 352-3100.

Student Publications
is hiring
Account
Executives
to sell yellow page
advertising in the
campus directory.
Work from April
through June.

\\ In my book, SamB's,
ray favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus. T^

146 North Main Bowling Green

HOME TYPISTS'
PC Usen needed $45,000 Income potential
Call 1 800-513-4343EXLB-9849.
Island Hopper is looking tor a band to play a
variety of music aboard ship on Thus.. Fri.. •
Sat Send demo tape or VCR tap* to: 4 N. Jefferson. Port Clinton, OH 434S2.

I

WAL
MART
...
....
1120S. Main Street

CHIMABUrTSt

419 352-3396
Hours: 9-7 Mon-Fri, 9-6 Sat, CL Sun

Chinese Restaurant

FREE PRESCRIPTION
.'I I)

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing

Eat-in or Carry-out & Health Food for Everyday
I

Lunch #$4.99
Under 1?

S? 09

ln<

Renting For 96-97
You Snooze You Lose
I

lor 1

L

n

: ' ' '

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon. - Sat.: 11:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 noon -10:00 p.m.

WAL MART

■. 00 I'AY Till Oil I I HI NC

PRESCRIPTION

"l_

Dinner* $6.99

I

FOR SALE

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up 10
$2,000 . /month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour compar.ee World Travel Seasonal
t fuf-sms employment available No experience necessary For more informalon cat
1-206-971-3550 ext. C55445.

352-9378
Fox Run
Haven House
Piedmont
Birchwood

Sunday morning pianist needed, Family Life
Community Church, comer of Manvs'le A
Ctough. For more info contact Jon Brown at
3539353

12 x 60 Hallmark mobie home, unique bamsided mienor. sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water heater, floor insulation.
and back door. Must see intenor to appreciate.
Asking $6500 Onfy 10 miles from BG. I awndale. S66 (Weston), 669-3910.

Ca* (418)734-4336.
1 MVF roommate: honest, dependable,
open-minded and friendly: tor large 4 badroom house. May 96-May '9? Large yard
and front porch. $1flSrmo. ♦ util. Cal
352-5305.

day after 5pm. 35? 4196
sponsored by: Honors Program. HSA. and
Sudani Bood Exchange

PMU'PMU
There will be a meeting Tuea.
Mar. 19 al 6pm in Ihe FCS Oallarla
Al tie meeting. Officer nommanons
and initiation will lake place

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
20% oil all sunglasses with Ms ad. Ray Ban
Serenget, Bolle, many In stock Catalogs
available. 1022N Prospect BG 3522502

SBX'SBX'SBX'S8X

EDUCATORS' May a Aug 96Greds
TEACHER JOB FAIR INTERVIEW SIGN UPS
Apr* 1.1990.0-8 30PM
Resume Expert Deadline 3/26/96

EVERY THURSDAY
COFFEEE HOUSE AT THE FALCONS NEST
6PM FREE ADMISSION
•"LOWCOFFEE PRICES"Contaci 2-7164 tor more into
aponeored by UAO

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED BOWL
ING - MARCH 19:COED3-PITCH SOFTBALL
- MARCH 20. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 400P M. ON DUE DATE

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

Ws\l-M«it Pharmacy

Oat Yow PRESCRIPTION FREE UP To
•5.00. K Over »6 Pay The Difference L«nH 1
Coupon Pec Fan*/ Mnlmum 30 Day Supply I

354-2269
354-0929
1060 North Main St
Bowling Or asm,
OH 43402

t

.19.

$5.00
(Qood Al S. Matn SI. Locaaon)

Cuemmer Signature
TRANe.e
Pharmaclel Sgnemre
NOT NEGOTIABLE FOR CASH

I

7

